1. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

Schizophrenia (SZ) and Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD), traditionally conceptualized as separate clinical entities ([@b0005]), are severe neurodevelopmental disorders that share symptom traits, cognitive deficits and risk factors ([@b0210]). Behaviorally, social processing impairments are central to both ASD and SZ ([@b0085], [@b0210], [@b0005]) and are related to functional outcome ([@b0040], [@b0080], [@b0195], [@b0305]). Social processing is conceptualized as cognitive processes supporting interaction with conspecifics, which include basic and complex social processes with distinct characteristics and underlying neural circuits ([@b0010], [@b0325]). Basic processes are automatic and include perception and production of social cues. Complex processes require active inference ([@b0010], [@b0325]), such as understanding other's feelings and goals (i.e., mentalizing/theory of mind). While there is evidence that both are impaired in ASD and SZ ([@b0085], [@b0265]), meta-analyses demonstrated similar quantitative deficits in mentalizing ([@b0070], [@b0135]), but not in basic emotion perception tasks ([@b0135]). Despite phenotypic (i.e., symptomatic) differences between ASD and SZ, studies comparing these patient groups directly confirm similar patterns of mentalizing deficits based on available quantitative social cognitive tasks ([@b0085], [@b0090], [@b0265]). However, it is not known if shared impairments are the manifestation of overlapping or different (disease-specific) underlying neural mechanisms.

Neuroimaging studies suggest specific neural networks subserve different social processes ([@b0285], [@b0325]). The mentalizing network includes the medial prefrontal cortex (MPFC), posterior cingulate cortex (PCC), precuneus (PrC) and temporoparietal junction (TPJ), including superior temporal sulcus (STS) as core regions ([@b0025], [@b0325]). Both ASD and SZ, studied separately, show abnormalities in this network, and a review found that while both groups exhibit decreased activations of regions around the STS, they differ in other regions, e.g., MPFC ([@b0295]).

Only three studies, however, compared these groups directly on social tasks. Pinkham et al. ([@b0270]) showed similar activation deficits in ASD and paranoid-SZ during a trustworthiness task in the right amygdala, fusiform face area and left ventrolateral PFC. Conversely, Ciaramidaro et al. ([@b0075]) and [@b0120] used mentalizing tasks and found diagnostic specific deficits in PFC and temporal regions, including TPJ and STS. [@b0075] additionally demonstrated that when compared with ASD and controls, SZ patients showed increased activation in the right posterior STS during non-intentional events (i.e., events not involving social interaction). This increased activity in the mentalizing network during non-intentional events in SZ corresponds with the theory that patients with SZ, especially those with prominent positive symptoms such as paranoia, might attribute excess meaning or over-attribute intentions to physical (non-social) events and/or people ([@b0160], [@b0235]). This phenomenon is variably known as "hyper-intentionality" ([@b0075]), "hyper-mentalizing" ([@b0050]), or "over-mentalizing" ([@b0160], [@b0235]). The number of neuroimaging studies that have examined the neural correlates of the potential over-mentalizing in SZ is small, but these few studies have in common the finding of increased activity in the MPFC in SZ patients, when compared with controls, during non-social fMRI task events ([@b0030], [@b0050], [@b0075]). Additional neuroimaging studies are required to examine more closely the over-mentalizing theory in SZ and its relationship to positive and negative symptoms.

Other studies that examine the mentalizing network in SZ and ASD employ resting state (RS) fMRI (i.e., when no task is presented) to delineate the default mode network (DMN). This network largely overlaps the mentalizing network and is associated with high-order social processes ([@b0190], [@b0230]). Impaired DMN functional connectivity (FC; a measure of synchronous neural activity between remote brain areas that define neural networks) has been demonstrated in SZ and ASD, each studied separately ([@b0185], [@b0260]), and is associated with social functioning and cognitive deficits in these disorders ([@b0020], [@b0145]). A meta-analysis showed that RS FC deficits within DMN, and between DMN and task-positive networks, are common to several psychiatric diagnoses, including ASD and SZ, and are related to cognitive impairments ([@b0290]). Additionally, an RS-based classifier of ASD was effective at differentiating SZ (but not ADHD or depression) from controls ([@b0320]), suggesting a significant overlap in abnormal DMN-FC patterns between ASD and SZ. However, RS imaging studies directly comparing ASD and SZ DMN-FC are scarce. Chen et al. ([@b0065]) demonstrated shared deficits in RS-DMN and salience network (SN) between ASD and SZ, correlating with social deficits in ASD (no social measures in SZ were available). We recently showed that whole brain RS dynamic FC patterns of SZ and ASD have some similar abnormalities, spending more time in a state of weak, intra-network connectivity; however, SZ shows more pervasive deficits ([@b0275]). Importantly, this work was not specific to either DMN or mentalizing.

Here we aimed to compare mentalizing task-related (MTR) neural activity modulation in the DMN in ASD and SZ during performance of an ecologically valid, social (i.e., interactive) competitive task, a Domino game. We previously showed, in an application of independent component analysis (ICA) to fMRI data from typically developed (TD) adults, that the task interval associated with mentalizing positively modulates activity within specific default mode sub-regions encompassing all of its core regions (i.e., MPFC, PCC/PrC and TPJ) ([@b0190]). We now extend this work to young adults with ASD or SZ, along with TD controls, to assess the modulation of MTR activity in default mode subnetworks. In this study, we performed exploratory analyses characterizing the relationships between MTR activity and basic and complex dimensional traits of social abilities (measured with observational, self-reported and performance-based tools) and negative and positive symptoms (SZ) as opposed to clinical categories, to better understand patient abnormalities, in accord with NIMH's Research Domain Criteria (RDoC) initiative ([@b0095]). Our specific hypotheses were that, 1) both patient groups would differ in MTR activity modulation from TD but, due to "over-mentalizing", only SZ would show increased MTR activity modulation relative to both ASD and TD during task events typically eliciting less mentalizing and, 2) patient neural impairment would be associated with social deficits, and 3) SZ would show a correlation between positive symptoms and DMN neural activity during task events typically eliciting less mentalizing.

2. Methods {#s0010}
==========

2.1. Participants {#s0015}
-----------------

We present data from 90 participants, 30 per group (high-functioning ASD, SZ and TD) ages 18--34 with estimated full-scale IQ \> 80, that completed the Domino fMRI task. We provide inclusion/exclusion criteria and selection process from a larger sample in [Supplementary 1](#s0130){ref-type="sec"}.

Participants provided written informed consent after the study had been explained to them and were paid for their time. The authors assert that all procedures contributing to this work comply with the ethical standards of the relevant national and institutional committees on human experimentation and with the Helsinki Declaration of 1975, as revised in 2008. All procedures involving human subjects/patients were approved by the Institutional Review Boards of Hartford Hospital and Yale University.

2.2. Clinical symptoms & social functioning testing {#s0020}
---------------------------------------------------

Assessment battery is described in [supplementary 2](#s0130){ref-type="sec"}. Psychiatric assessment included the structured clinical interview for DSM-IV axis I disorders (SCID) ([@b0140]) and the autism diagnosis observation schedule (ADOS)--module 4 ([@b0215]).

We administered the Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale (PANSS) ([@b0200]) to patients and ADOS to all groups to quantify the severity of psychotic and social communication deficits, respectively; TD were excluded from clinical symptom analyses.

To assess social cognition and function, we administered the following tests: 1) Interpersonal Reactivity Index (IRI) ([@b0105]), 2) Quality of Life Scale (QLS) ([@b0175]), 3) Reading the Mind in the Eyes Task (RMET) ([@b0035]), and 4) Social Attribution Test (SAT) ([@b0045]).

2.3. Domino fMRI task {#s0025}
---------------------

We presented a detailed description of this task previously ([@b0015], [@b0025], [@b0190]) and in [supplementary 3](#s0130){ref-type="sec"}; a brief explanation is provided here.

Each participant performed four domino runs, each including multiple games. While all opponent moves were automated and random, at the beginning of each run we told participants they were playing against either a computer, executing automated, random moves, or a human, making strategic decisions. For each game, the participant was given 12 domino playing chips, all of which had to be dispensed by the game's end for him/her to win. Each game also had a master domino chip that, during each turn, the participant could decide to either match or not match it, placing one of his/her remaining playing chips face down. During this game phase, termed 'Response to Outcome' (RTO), the opponent asked the participant to either expose their chip (*show* event) or not (*no-show* event). The participant dispensed of the played chip if the opponent elected to '*no-show*', regardless of whether the participant's chip matched the master chip and dispensed of the played chip plus an extra chip if an opponent elected to '*show*' a matching chip. A '*show*' of a non-matching chip resulted in gaining back the played chip plus one more.

Participants completed a post-scan debriefing that assessed their motivation and playing strategy, using statements scored on a Likert scale, ranging from 1, "does not apply to you at all", to 5, "applies to you very much".

2.4. fMRI scan acquisition {#s0030}
--------------------------

We collected BOLD fMRI data with a T2\*-weighted echo planar imaging (EPI) sequence (TR/TE = 475/30 msec, flip angle = 60°, FOV = 24 cm, acquisition matrix 80 × 80), using a Siemens Skyra 3 Tesla scanner (Siemens, Malvern, Pennsylvania) at the Olin Neuropsychiatry Research Center (ONRC; Hartford, CT). We acquired forty-eight contiguous axial functional slices of 3.0 mm thickness (interleaved slice order) resulting in 3.0 mm^3^ voxels. We acquired four ten-minute Domino fMRI runs, each consisting of 1248 images.

2.5. fMRI data preprocessing and motion-artifact correction {#s0035}
-----------------------------------------------------------

We processed functional MRI datasets using SPM8 (<http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm>) running under Matlab 2008b (Natick, MA). We realigned each subject's data set to the first 'non-dummy' T2\* image using the INRIAlign toolbox (<http://www-sop.inria.fr/epidaure/software/INRIAlign>, A. Roche, EPIDAURE Group) to compensate for any subject head movement. We then screened each subject for excess head movement (\>6 mm). We included six motion covariates (*x, y, z, roll, pitch, yaw*, obtained from the realignment) in the temporal sorting procedure described below. After realignment, we spatially normalized the images to the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) standard template ([@b0155]). Finally, we spatially smoothed images with an 8 mm isotropic (FWHM) Gaussian kernel, and then applied a high-pass filter with a cutoff of 128 s to correct for EPI signal low-frequency drift. Note that slice timing correction was not performed due to the multiband short TR sequence, as recommended by the HCP pipeline ([@b0170]). As a final step, we scrubbed the fMRI data using the ArtRepair toolbox (<https://cibsr.stanford.edu/tools/human-brain-project/artrepair-software.html>, RRID:SCR_005990) ([@b0240]) to exclude from analysis fMRI time series sections with excessive movement. Since patients often characterized by high head movement during fMRI, we set ArtRepair at a relatively liberal maximum acceptable movement at 1.0 mm/TR (assuming a 65 mm head radius), and the intensity variation at a maximum percent threshold of 1.3% of the mean global average signal.

We determined that of the participants retained (\<6 mm movement) none had \>30% of scans repaired from any two common-opponent (computer or human) Domino sessions. The number of participants with \>12.5% of scans repaired (but always \<30%) for any two common-opponent sessions were as follows: six ASD, three SZ, and one TD. Means and standard deviations of scans repaired were 162 ± 242 (ASD), 94 ± 180 (SZ) and 49 ± 137 (TD) out of a total of 4992 scans. A Kruskal-Wallis test indicated a non-significant difference between groups (χ^2^ = 5.881, *p* = 0.053) on the number of repaired scans.

To further reduce the effect of head motion on our results, we included the mean of the root mean square (RMS) of the framewise displacement, or *mean* FD~RMS~, for each participant as a second (group) level covariate in all statistical analyses. To calculate *mean* FD~RMS~ for each participant, we computed a single mean value of the root-mean-square framewise head displacement, determined using the six realignment parameters (over all four Domino sessions) with an assumed head radius of 65 mm for all participants.

We should also note that the GIG-ICA procedure we used has been shown in a previous study ([@b0110]) to very effectively reduce the effect of head motion artifact on the data.

2.6. Statistical analyses {#s0040}
-------------------------

Behavioral analyses to assess participants' engagement in the game, strategies while playing (e.g. risk taking) and engagement in mentalizing are described in [Supplementary 5](#s0130){ref-type="sec"}.

Imaging analyses focused on the RTO phase. We previously demonstrated that DMN regions are activated and modulated during this phase due to mentalizing processes, e.g., trying to infer the opponent's strategy and planning the next play accordingly. This is measured by the *show \> no-show* contrast regardless of the played chip ([@b0015], [@b0025], [@b0190]). As stated in our previous work, although we consider both *show* and *no-show* events to involve mentalizing, *show* events will require significantly greater levels of player mentalizing than *no-show* events ([@b0015]). The reason for this is as follows. The opponent obtains new information about the player only during *show* events (e.g., if the player bluffed or played fairly). The player then knows that the opponent can use this information to change his/her strategy. This in turn requires the player to take more information into account when updating his/her mental representation of the opponent (i.e., requires greater mentalizing).

We calculated subject-level statistics using a general linear model (GLM) design matrix in SPM8 ([www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/spm8/](http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/spm8/){#ir020}; RRID:SCR_007037) using the following RTO-phase regressors of interest: '*show match*', '*show non-match*', '*no-show match*' and '*no-show non-match*' events. Individual GLMs were used for ICA temporal sorting (see below).

2.7. Estimation of subject-level independent components (IC) via spatially constrained ICA {#s0045}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In this study we used spatially constrained ICA (i.e., GIG-ICA) ([@b0115]) to extend our earlier work ([@b0190]) to clinical populations. Briefly, we used prior group-level ICs from an independent sample (53 TD participants) to guide the extraction of subject-specific ICs while automatically providing labeled components. The benefits of GIG-ICA are that single-subject ICA statistical independence is optimized ([@b0115]) and artifact suppression is improved ([@b0110]) when compared with traditional single-subject ICA. Note, in contrast to work in Du et al. ([@b0110]) which used group maps from the same data, we are using maps derived from independent data, which has the same benefits, but also provides completely independent single-subject results and automatic labeling of components. Using GIG-ICA, we extracted 45 subject-specific ICs, including ten DMN-specific ICs, which matched the 45/10 group-level ICs previously determined to be BOLD-related networks (i.e., not physiological artifacts) and DMN-specific (see [Supplementary 6](#s0130){ref-type="sec"} for details) ([@b0190]).

2.8. Group analysis {#s0050}
-------------------

ICA-based analysis is often applied to resting-state fMRI data. In this study, however, we applied spatially constrained single-subject ICA not to resting-state fMRI data, but to the analysis of a socially interactive fMRI Domino task. We analyzed subject-level components derived from spatially constrained ICA for task-relatedness (RTO task events) using the Group ICA of fMRI Toolbox (GIFT, <https://trendscenter.org/software/gift/>, RRID:SCR_001953) 'temporal sort' multiple-regression feature. Temporal sorting is analogous to GLM regression performed on fMRI voxel timecourses, except regression is performed on subject-level ICA timecourses. The resulting *β*-weights represent the degree to which component networks were engaged by task events ([@b0205]). Here we were interested in the events-contrast defining the mentalizing effect: *show* \> *no-show* ([@b0190]). Thus, the *β*-weights were entered into a mixed-model ANCOVA in SPSS, with within-subjects factor being *mentalizing* (two levels, *show* and *no-show*), and between-subject factor being *group*. The model included the *group*-by-*mentalizing* interaction.

To examine the phenomenon of "over-mentalizing" in SZ, we also assessed between-group differences separately for *show* events and for *no-show* events, with *no-show* events here considered as task events typically eliciting less mentalizing in players. We included age, estimated full-scale IQ, and mean framewise head displacement (root mean square; FD~RMS~) as covariates and results were Bonferroni-corrected for multiple comparisons ([Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"}). To test for possible associations between mentalizing and medication intake, sensitivity analyses were performed ([Supplementary 8](#s0130){ref-type="sec"}).Table 1Participant characterization.ASDSZTDGroup comparison(*N* = 30)(*N* = 30)(*N* = 30)Mean (SD)Mean (SD)Mean (SD)Statistic*p-value*Post-Hoc testsAge21.7 (3.4)26.0 (3.5)24.2 (3.6)*F* (2,87) = 11.3*p* \< 0.001TD \> ASD\*; SZ \> ASD\*\*IQ (Estimated)110 (14.4)101 (13.8)115 (12.8)*F* (2,87) = 7.78*p* = 0.001TD \> SZ\*\*; ASD \> SZ\*Gender (M/F)^\$^26/419/1122/8χ*^2^* (2) = 4.32*p* = 0.115_Mean FD~RMS~ (mm)0.103 (0.036)0.103 (0.037)0.068 (0.010)*F* (2,87) *=* 13.3*p* \< 0.001SZ \> TD\*\*; ASD \> TD\*\*ADOS Communication3.80 (1.38)2.67 (2.14)1.14 (0.833)*F* (2,86) = 21.8*p* \< 0.001ASD \> TD\*\*; SZ \> TD\*\*; ASD \> SZ\*ADOS Social Interaction7.07 (2.30)5.06 (3.89)0.66 (0.97)*F* (2,86) = 46.0*p* \< 0.001ASD \> TD\*\*; SZ \> TD\*\*IRI Perspective Taking16.1 (6.65)18.0 (4.59)20.6 (4.41)*F* (2,86) = 5.21*p* = 0.007TD \> ASD\*IRI Fantasizing17.2 (4.52)16.2 (5.38)16.6 (4.76)*F* (2,86) = 0.317*p* = 0.729_IRI Empathy18.6 (3.87)19.3 (5.38)20.7 (4.29)*F* (2,86) = 1.61*p* = 0.206_IRI Personal Distress13.1 (5.00)13.1 (3.83)8.53 (5.00)*F* (2,86) = 9.80*p* \< 0.001ASD \> TD\*\*; SZ \> TD\*\*RMET24.4 (3.51)24.3 (4.24)27.0 (3.22)*F* (2,85) = 5.03*p* \< 0.009TD \> ASD\*; TD \> SZ\*SAT14.7 (4.55)14.0 (3.76)16.3 (3.26)*F* (2,86) = 2.92*p* = 0.059^\#^\_PANSS5 Positive10.2 (3.15)14.1 (4.70)\_*t* (51.0^\#^) = −3.70*p* = 0.001^\#^\_PANSS5 Negative17.1 (5.63)19.8 (8.20)\_*t* (51.5^\#^) = −1.44*p* = 0.157^\#^\_PANSS5 Cognition11.9 (3.69)13.6 (3.57)\_*t* (55) = −1.78*p* = 0.081_PANSS5 Hostility4.85 (1.06)4.90 (1.24)\_*t* (55) = −0.156*p* = 0.876_PANSS5 Emotion8.89 (3.18)10.4 (3.69)\_*t* (55) = −1.61*p* = 0.113_QLS Total82.6 (21.4)72.7 (20.7)111 (11.4)*F* (2,87) = 35.8*p* \< 0.001^\#^TD \> ASD\*\*; TD \> SZ\*\*[^1]Table 2Characteristics of the default mode network ICs. Current (n = 30, TD only) versus previous study (n = 53) (see Supplementary 6 for more details).Anatomical RegionCurr ICdRfALFFCurrent study show vs. no-show F-value (*p~FDR~*) (*df* = 1, 205)Prev ICdRfALFFPrevious study show vs. no-show F-value (*p~FDR~*) (*df* = 1, 416)PCC80.0342.37617.65 (\<0.001)180.0241.93515.39 (\<0.001)PCC/Precuneus190.0353.3240.351 (*ns*)360.0323.8420.070 (*ns*)Precuneus320.0333.46530.34 (\<0.001)540.0272.69110.12 (0.003)Right TPJ270.0333.380109.9 (\<0.001)490.0252.393114.1 (\<0.001)Left TPJ330.0364.93241.50 (\<0.001)550.0283.21460.13 (\<0.001)Subgenual ACC160.0362.0140.630 (*ns*)300.0392.5120.693 (*ns*)dmPFC/ACC260.0321.7469.690 (0.003)460.0282.6974.177 (0.065)vmPFC350.0362.7596.222 (0.017)570.0302.9331.435 (*ns*)mPFC380.0414.13512.81 (0.001)600.0272.2690.096 (*ns*)dmPFC400.0322.63010.37 (0.003)640.0324.22214.16 (\<0.001)[^2]Table 3Group-by-mentalizing interaction effects. Statistics shown are for the *show \> no-show* contrast for ICs demonstrating this effect (thus, ICs 16 and 19 are excluded).Anatomical Region*F* \[*df* = 2,627\] (p ~Bonf~)\*TD vs. ASD *t* \[*df* = 627\] (p ~Bonf~)\^TD vs. SZ *t* \[*df* = 627\] (p ~Bonf~)\^ASD vs. SZ *t* \[*df* = 627\] (p ~Bonf~)\^PCC (IC 8)8.849 (0.001)3.134 (0.0054)3.997 (0.0002)0.862 (*ns*)Precuneus (IC 32)2.469 (*ns*)------Right TPJ (IC 27)7.133 (0.007)2.824 (0.0147)3.584 (0.0011)0.761 (*ns*)Left TPJ (IC 33)6.391 (0.014)1.983 (*ns*)3.568 (0.0012)1.584 (*ns*)dmPFC / ACC (IC 26)1.507 (*ns*)------vmPFC (IC 35)2.270 (*ns*)------mPFC (IC 38)3.009 (*ns*)------dmPFC (IC 40)2.615 (*ns*)------[^3]

2.9. Exploratory correlation of symptom severity with mentalizing {#s0055}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

We assessed the correlation of symptom severity with mentalizing-related neural activity in patients. The temporal sorting beta-weights for *show* and *no-show* for each subject were averaged over all four Domino fMRI runs and then subtracted to produce one measure of mentalizing task-related (MTR) neural activity (Δ*β~ment~* = *β~show~* − *β~no-show~*). We then used GLM to examine the correlation between the MTR variable (Δ*β~ment~*), and independent variables of symptom severity (clinical testing subscores), and their interactions. Age, IQ and FD~RMS~ were included as covariates and results were false discovery rate (FDR) corrected ([Table 4](#t0020){ref-type="table"}).Table 4Statistics of Group (ASD and SZ only) by ADOS Communication (ADOS-C) score interaction, with the overall *show \> noshow* difference (Δ*β~ment~*) as the dependent variable. Also included is the post hoc analysis of the linear slopes between *show \> noshow* versus ADOS-C, for each group separately.Anatomical RegionGroup by ADOS-Com interaction *F* \[*df* = 1,51\] (*p~FDR~*)\*ASD slopes *t* \[*df* = 51\] (*p~FDR~*)\*SZ slopes *t* \[*df* = 51\] (*p~FDR~*)\*PCC (IC 8)0.849 (*ns*)−2.357 (0.026)−0.947 (*ns*)Precuneus (IC 32)0.175 (*ns*)−1.266 (*ns*)−1.776 (*ns*)Right TPJ (IC 27)8.431 (0.009)−2.934 (0.010)1.258 (*ns*)Left TPJ (IC 33)7.670 (0.010)−2.823 (0.011)1.177 (*ns*)dmPFC / ACC (IC 26)12.83 (0.003)−3.007 (0.010)2.129 (*ns*)vmPFC (IC 35)12.92 (0.003)−3.619 (0.003)1.570 (*ns*)mPFC (IC 38)8.475 (0.009)−3.998 (0.002)0.264 (*ns*)dmPFC (IC 40)9.211 (0.009)−2.345 (0.026)1.988 (*ns*)[^4]

3. Results {#s0060}
==========

3.1. Participant characterization {#s0065}
---------------------------------

[Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"} lists group demographics and assessments' scores, including statistical comparisons. Groups matched on gender but not on age and estimated IQ, thus analyses were controlled for the latter. [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"} shows that both ASD and SZ patients, when compared with TD, had 1) larger mean framewise displacement (indicating greater head motion), 2) larger ADOS scores (on both Communication and Social Interaction subscores), 3) larger IRI Personal Distress subscores, 4) smaller RMET scores and 5) smaller QLS scores. On IRI Perspective Taking subscores, only patients with ASD scored smaller than TD. These results are largely consistent with known clinical symptoms and social cognition deficits of both patient groups.

3.2. Behavioral results {#s0070}
-----------------------

[Supplementary 5](#s0130){ref-type="sec"} presents information on games played, post-scan debriefing and risk taking while playing. The post-scan debriefing questions relevant to mentalizing are provided in [Table S1 (Supplementary 5)](#s0130){ref-type="sec"}. Briefly, there were no significant between-group differences in number of games played, won, or shorter than one-minute. Groups also did not differ on overall game engagement and tendency to engage in mentalizing. Finally, risk taking behavior increased with time (i.e., minutes elapsed) without group differences. Taken together, these results indicate that the ASD and SZ patient groups participated in the Domino task to the same extent as the TD group.

3.3. Default mode network mentalizing task-related (MTR) activity modulation {#s0075}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

[Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"} lists the ten core DMN ICs examined in this study along with the corresponding ICs from the previous study ([@b0190]) (see [Supplementary 6](#s0130){ref-type="sec"} for more information on IC extraction). [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"} shows these same ICs as derived from spatially constrained ICA subject-specific component spatial maps (*z*-scores). A complete description comparing default mode network ICs in TD participants in this study with a previous study ([@b0190]) is provided in [Supplementary 6](#s0130){ref-type="sec"}.Fig. 1The ten ICs identified as DMN components. Maps were created using a SPM8 one-sample *t-*test from GIG-ICA back-reconstructed subject-specific IC spatial maps from all participants. Panel **A** shows posterior DMN ICs, panel **B**, TPJ/STS ICs, and panel **C**, prefrontal ICs. Threshold was set at a *t*-score of 50.0.

3.4. DMN task recruitment: MTR activity group differences {#s0080}
---------------------------------------------------------

A mixed-model ANCOVA of *show* and *no-show* event *β*-weights revealed that three DMN components, of the eight ICs involved in MTR activity, showed a significant (Bonferroni-corrected over eight ICs) *group*-by-*mentalizing* interaction: ICs 8 (PCC), 27 (right TPJ) and 33 (left TPJ). Post-hoc pairwise analyses showed that TD had significantly greater MTR activity modulation (i.e., Δ*β~ment~*) than both ASD and SZ in two posterior default mode networks (ICs 8 (PCC) and 27 (right TPJ)), while in IC 33 (left TPJ), TD had significantly greater modulation of MTR activity than SZ only ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"} and [Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"}).Fig. 2Bar plots showing the three ICs characterized by a significant *group*-by-*mentalizing* interaction (*show \> no-show*). Panel **A** presents estimated means (*β*-weights) for PCC (IC 8), panel **B**, right TPJ (IC 27), and panel **C**, left TPJ (IC 33). For pairwise *show \> no-show* statistics (denoted by brackets) see [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}. \**p~Bonf~* \< .05; *ns*: not significant.

The mixed model ANCOVA above included an analysis of *show* and *no-show* events beta values separately. Although the bar charts in [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"} appear to show that SZ had greater MTR activity modulation during *no-show* events (red bars) than ASD and TD, suggesting over-mentalizing per our hypothesis, none of the tests for group differences in *no-show* event beta values (indicating possible over-mentalizing-related activity) reached statistical significance in any DMN component after correction for multiple comparisons.

3.5. Relationship of symptom severity scores with MTR activity modulation: ASD and SZ differences {#s0085}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

GLM of the correlation of symptom severity subscores with MTR activity showed a statistically significant interaction of group-by-ADOS communication subscore (ADOS-C) in six of the eight MTR ICs: ICs 27, 33 (lateral DMN) and ICs 26, 35, 38 and 40 (medial PFC DMN) (see [Table 4](#t0020){ref-type="table"} for statistical values).

In all six of these ICs, there was a significant negative correlation between MTR activity modulation and ADOS-C for ASD, but not SZ (i.e., correlation slopes not significantly different than zero).

Although the two ICs in posterior DMN (ICs 8 and 32) did not show a significant group-by-ADOS-C interaction (i.e., ASD and SZ slopes were not significantly different), MTR activity in ASD significantly negatively correlated with ADOS-C in IC 8 (PCC) (see [Table 4](#t0020){ref-type="table"}). Conversely, we found no significant interaction of group-by-ADOS social interaction subscore in any MTR ICs. Additionally, we found no significant main effect of ADOS or PANSS subscores, which indicates that there was no correlation between MTR activity modulation in the DMN and behavioral symptom scores that was common to both ASD and SZ diagnoses.

For the IRI scores, we found a significant group-by-IRI Fantasizing subscore interaction in DMN component IC 32, Precuneus, (*F*(2,71) = 7.849, *p~FDR~* = 0.007), where post-hoc analyses showed a significant (negative) slope only for SZ (*t* = −3.412, *df* = 71, *p~FDR~* = 0.009), with significant group differences in slopes between ASD and SZ (ASD \> SZ, *F*(1,71) = 14.36, *p~FDR~* = 0.003) and TD and SZ (TD \> SZ, *F*(1,71) = 10.87, *p~FDR~* = 0.012). No other effects were found for the IRI subscores in the MTR ICs. Correlation of SAT, QLS, RMET and PANSS scores with MTR activity showed no significant group-by-test interactions. In an assessment of over-mentalizing in SZ, a linear regression analysis of *show* event and *no-show* event beta values with PANSS Positive and Negative symptom scores in SZ showed no significant relationships in any DMN region. Lastly, there was no significant effect of SZ patient duration of illness on the relationship between MTR activity modulation and behavioral scores, or social cognition scores (see [Supplementary 4](#s0130){ref-type="sec"}).

4. Discussion {#s0090}
=============

In this study we focused on identifying the neural correlates of social interaction in ASD and SZ. Traditionally considered distinct, SZ and ASD share clinical aspects, including marked social deficits ([@b0210]). We used an ecologically valid, interactive, competitive fMRI Domino game to assess the modulation of mentalizing task-related (MTR) activity within the default mode network in young adults with ASD, SZ and TD. We first established that all groups were similar in understanding and engagement in the Domino game, including taking their opponent's moves into account (i.e., mentalizing), and in risk-taking behavior over time. Next, we assessed MTR activity modulation in relation to both clinical (categorical) diagnosis and dimensional social functioning. We hypothesized that, when compared with TD, SZ and ASD would have MTR activity deficits in the DMN. In agreement with our hypothesis, both patient groups showed reduced MTR activity modulation in two default mode subnetworks, PCC and bilateral TPJ. We also hypothesized that SZ would show greater MTR activity modulation during *no-show* events (i.e., events normally eliciting less mentalizing activity) than either TD or ASD, but did not find evidence for this over-mentalizing effect, nor did we find any association between mentalizing activity and positive or negative psychotic symptoms. Importantly, while some behavioral studies have suggested over-mentalizing in SZ with specific association with positive symptoms (e.g., see ([@b0055], [@b0150], [@b0235], [@b0245])), only a few neuroimaging studies have shown over-mentalizing-related brain activity in SZ ([@b0030], [@b0050], [@b0075]). Finally, our exploratory analyses comparing dimensional constructs of social deficits with MTR activity showed diagnosis-specific relationships. Specifically, only patients with ASD showed that MTR activity modulation was associated with social communication deficits in bilateral TPJ and MPFC. Additionally, only in SZ was MTR activity in the PrC associated with the reported tendency to fantasize (i.e., the ability to imaginatively identify oneself with the feelings and actions of fictitious characters ([@b0105])). Thus, although our main results suggest shared MTR neural deficits between ASD and SZ in DMN regions, our exploratory analyses potentially point to diagnostic-specific underlying symptom mechanisms, corresponding to either behaviorally observed social deficits (ASD) or perceived affinity to fantasize (SZ).

Our work has been motivated by the current shift in psychiatric research, as exemplified by the RDoC initiative, from emphasizing categorical symptom-based clinical nosology (e.g. DSM-based diagnosis) to exploring dimensional, overlapping constructs that span the range from healthy individuals to individuals with severe psychiatric illnesses ([@b0095]). Despite significant research efforts devoted to identifying consistent and valid biological biomarkers for categorical symptom-based clinical disorders to develop objective diagnostic tests and individualized treatments based on neural mechanisms, success has been elusive. In contrast, RDoC emphasizes the heterogeneity within and similarities between clinical diagnoses, taking into account dimensional constructs, such as emotional, neurocognitive, and social cognitive functions. Several groups have taken this approach *within* diagnostic group or symptom category, such as the psychosis spectrum ([@b0300]), anxiety disorders ([@b0255], [@b0280]) and ASD ([@b0130]), as well as *between* distinct diagnostic groups, e.g. ASD-SZ ([@b0065], [@b0120], [@b0275]) and ASD-ADHD ([@b0100]). Notably, the RDoC approach has been criticized as not fully validated, nor proven superior to clinical nosology systems in improving clinical understanding and practice ([@b0315]). Our results suggest that rather than being mutually exclusive, these two approaches might capture different aspects of associations between symptoms/behaviors and neural disease mechanisms. This conclusion is in accord with recent work in anxiety disorders ([@b0255], [@b0280]). Further research is required to elucidate the relative significance of categorical vs. dimensional biological markers to the diagnosis, etiology, and treatment of psychiatric disorders.

Behaviorally, our results confirmed previous reports of social deficit overlap between ASD and SZ ([@b0135], [@b0265]). Both groups showed deficits in observed communication and social interactions (note that ASD-SZ differences on ADOS were expected as it was an inclusion criteria for ASD only), self-reported perspective-taking (i.e., mentalizing), although SZ-TD difference did not reach significance potentially due to self-report bias in this patient group ([@b0220]) and personal-distress (self-anxiety experiencing others' distress), and identifying others' emotions based on eyes expression. Importantly, although Domino is an interactive game, identified social deficits did not affect patients' game engagement, strategies, or understanding the game's rules.

Our imaging analyses focused on DMN functional coherence. Although the DMN has been previously described as being active during task-negative activities (e.g., rest, daydreaming), multiple studies have shown its involvement in social cognitive processes, including mentalizing ([@b0190], [@b0230]). Eight DMN ICs showed neural activity modulated by the opponent's response, which we ascribe to mentalizing processes (i.e., MTR neural activity) ([@b0015], [@b0025], [@b0190]) covering all three hubs: MPFC, PCC/PrC and TPJ/STS. Of these, posterior and lateral regions had a significant group effect, driven by both patient groups, indicating decreased modulation of MTR activity compared to TD.

As an observational tool, the ADOS quantifies integrated social behavior rather than a specific social process. Therefore, correlations of MTR activity in bilateral TPJ and MPFC with ADOS communication subscore in ASD agree with the suggested critical role of these regions in integrating information from multiple social cognitive processes, including social perception and mentalizing and information about self versus others ([@b0125], [@b0310], [@b0325]). Another posterior region, PrC, which was modulated by MTR activity in all groups, showed correlation with self-reported tendency to fantasize or daydream in SZ. This agrees with PrC's suggested role in directing self-referential processes ([@b0060]).

When comparing ASD and SZ each separately to TD, multiple studies have shown abnormal activations and functional connectivity (FC) in DMN during rest and social tasks ([@b0185], [@b0260]), which have been concluded to largely overlap in meta-analyses ([@b0290], [@b0295]). However, our results of similar MTR activity deficits in ASD and SZ are largely inconsistent with two fMRI studies also investigating the neural correlates of mentalizing in these groups concurrently. [@b0075]) used a cartoon mentalizing task with adolescents and young adults, and [@b0120]) used a visual perspective-taking task in adults. Both studies demonstrated diagnosis-specific activation and FC pattern alternations in TPJ/STS and MPFC regions. While [@b0075] also reported significant correlations between impaired activation and PANSS-Positive scores, neither study reported any additional symptom (e.g., ADOS, PANSS-N) or social cognition (e.g., IRI, RMET) test correlations with brain activity. Thus, direct comparisons to our correlation results are not feasible. Notably, the TPJ/STS clusters reported in both studies are part of ICs 27 and 33 here, which in our study showed similar MTR activity deficits in SZ and ASD. Additionally, one of the frontal clusters that showed impaired activation in SZ in the Eack report (coordinate: 8, 40, 22) is part of IC 26 (dmPFC/ACC), which in our study was associated with MTR activity, but showed no significant group effect. These discrepancies can be attributed to the different tasks used and analysis methods. However, they can also potentially be explained by the notable heterogeneity seen in ASD and SZ ([@b0165], [@b0300]), as even in our study, correlations of social-communication abilities with MTR activity were diagnosis-specific in bilateral TPJ, MPFC and PrC.

Conversely, our results are mostly in agreement with a previous study of DMN in ASD and SZ that used resting state data. Using multivariate pattern analysis (MVPA), Chen et al. ([@b0065]) demonstrated shared impairments in PCC/PrC, right angular gyrus (part of TPJ) and a couple of PFC areas. In contrast, left angular gyrus and vMPFC and few PCC/PrC sub-regions showed diagnosis specific deficits. Additionally, DMN and salience network (SN) shared deficits were associated with ADOS social interaction subscales in ASD (not available for SZ). Our study showed correlation of MTR activity in ASD with the ADOS communication subscale, but not the ADOS social interaction subscale. This inconsistency might be explained by different analysis methods, and inclusion of SN deficits in Chen's analyses. However, both studies indicate association between shared DMN deficits and observed social communication behaviors in ASD, suggesting a similar neural mechanism underlying these impairments. Notably, Chen et al. also did not demonstrate an association between DMN deficits and PANSS scores in SZ, suggesting dissociation between DMN deficits and psychotic symptoms both during rest and a social task involving mentalizing. Alternative fMRI tasks tapping into psychotic symptoms, such as hallucinations and delusions, might specifically be required to delineate their relationship to MTR activity modulation in the DMN.

We note a minor discrepancy between our previous work in TD ([@b0190]) and current results, with the former showing five, as oppose to eight, DMN ICs with significant MTR activity. The discrepancy arises from three additional MPFC ICs (26, 35 and 38) showing this effect in the current sample. These three ICs overlap with dmPFC (current study IC 40, previous study IC 64) a default-mode subnetwork which showed significant MTR activity modulation in both studies. This discrepancy might indicate less specific MTR modulation of activity in the MPFC in the current sample due to different sample characteristics, the previous sample being older (range = 17--60), and including more females (\~55% vs. 27%), as associations have been reported between DMN connectivity and aging, including in relation to social cognition and gender ([@b0225]). Our current sample's narrow age range and small number of females preclude direct testing of these effects. We should also note that we expected greater MTR activity modulation in the DMN for human versus computer opponent for the *show* versus *no-show* contrast but did not find any such differences. We observed a similar pattern in our previous study ([@b0190]) and theorized that this lack of opponent-type differences is due to possible participant attribution of social reasoning to computers, also known as Computers-Are-Social-Actors (CASA) paradigm (see ([@b0250])).

4.1. Study limitations {#s0095}
----------------------

Our study has several limitations. First, sample size is relatively small and larger replication studies are essential. Second, the groups did not match on age and IQ, both shown to be related to social cognition and functioning ([@b0180]), and controlling for these parameters might not fully account for their effect. Third, medication effects on group differences in MTR activity in the DMN were not ruled out; however, sensitivity analyses and group comparisons ([Supplementary 9](#s0130){ref-type="sec"}) showed no associations between MTR (Δ*β*-weights) and medication, making this an unlikely confounder. Fourth, the no-show event, consistently showing less modulation of mentalizing activities ([@b0015], [@b0190]), cannot be considered a truly non-social task event, because an opponent is still involved during this task event. However, no-show events, as comparatively neutral social stimuli, might be better posited conceptually to demonstrate greater "over-mentalizing" responses than physical (non-social) task events used in other studies ([@b0050], [@b0075]). Lastly, the mentalizing network might be modulated by activity in other networks in the brain, thus future studies should explore additional cognitive domains and neural networks, as well as examine whole brain activity.

5. Conclusions {#s0100}
==============

The current report describes the modulatory effect of mentalizing processes on the DMN during social interaction in individuals with ASD, SZ and TD. While both patient groups showed similar impaired MTR effect in posterior and lateral DMN regions, they differed in relationship between MTR activity and observed social communication behavior and reported tendency to fantasize. If replicated, these results support the importance of both clinical diagnosis and dimensional constructs related to social functioning in understanding the underlying neural mechanism of social deficits in ASD and SZ.
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[^1]: *ASD = Autism spectrum disorder, SZ = Schizophrenia, TD = Typically developed, SD = standard deviation, FD~RMS~ = framewise displacement (root mean square), ADOS = autism diagnosis observation schedule, IRI = interpersonal reactivity index, RMET = reading the mind in the eyes Task, SAT = social attribution test, PANSS = positive and negative syndrome scale , QLS = quality of life scale; ^\$^=chi-squared test;*^\#^*=Equal variances assumption not met (Levene's test); \*p ≤ 0.0.05; \*\*p ≤ 0.0.001*

[^2]: (Curr) Current; (Prev) Previous; (dR) dynamic range; (fALFF) fractional amplitude of low-frequency fluctuations; (FDR) False Discovery Rate; (ns) not significant; (TPJ) *temporoparietal junction.*

[^3]: *ACC: anterior cingulate cortex; dmPFC: dorsomedial prefrontal cortex; ns: not significant; PCC: posterior cingulate cortex; TPJ: temporoparietnal junction; vmPFC: ventromedial PFC; \* significant p-values are Bonferroni corrected over eight ICs; \^ significant p-values are Bonferroni corrected for three post-hoc pairwise comparisons*.

[^4]: *\*Due to the exploratory nature of this analysis, statistical results were false discovery rate (FDR) corrected over the eight anatomical regions. For additional abbreviations see*[Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"}*.*
